2-IN-1 MULCH & CATCH-MOWER
TWICE THE JOB IN HALF THE TIME!
Mulching function only available on 2- in-1 mulch & catch mowers.
A mulch-mower recycles your grass by
finely re-cutting the grass clippings and
feeding them directly back into your
lawn as FERTILIZER!
SAVE TIME as there is no need to
empty the grass catcher & no
refuse bags are required!
SAVE WATER as the mulch
reduces evaporation from soil!
You can convert the lawnmower from a catch-mower to a mulch-mower in 2 simple steps:
Step 1: Remove the grass catcher (Fig. A-1) and insert the mulch plug into the mower (Fig. A-2)
Step 2: Change the QUADRABLADE cutting disc (Fig. B-1) to the MULCHING blade (Fig. B-2)
WARNING: see included page for instructions on changing blades.
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CATCHING OPTION:
QUADRABLADE cutting disc with four swing
blades & large 50 litre grass collection box
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MULCHING OPTION:
Mulching blade & plug to convert to
grass-cycling function

Mulch plug
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Mulch blade
M-850-50

WARNING: ENSURE BLADES ARE CORRECTLY ASSEMBLED AND TIGHTENED BEFORE USING.
EXERCISE CAUTION WHEN LOOSENING THE QUADRABLADE CUTTING DISC.
Check blades regularly. If damaged or worn replace with genuine Lawn Star replacement blades.
Four swing blades (for QUADRABLADE cutting disc): Part No. M-254-00 /3010660/
650120315
Mulch blade: Part No. M-255-10 / 3010650
ELECTRIC MOWERS: Replacing QUADRABLADE cutting disc with mulch blade
Disconnect the lawnmower from the power supply and turn it on its side. Hold the cutting blade
disc firmly with one hand and loosen the centre bolt with the spanner provided, by turning it in
an anti-clockwise direction (Fig. C-1). Remove the bolt, blade disc and friction washers. Reassemble in the reverse order with the mulch blade, ensuring the mulch blade tip points down
towards the grass (Fig. C-2). Ensure all bolts are securely tightened.
Mulch blade tip
must point
down
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PETROL MOWERS: Replacing QUADRABLADE cutting disc with mulch blade
WARNING: The petrol needs to be drained from the engine before tilting the petrol mower to
remove the QUADRABLADE cutting disc. Drain the fuel from the tank by running the engine
until fuel tank is empty.
WARNING: Only tip the mower backwards onto its handle. Tilting mower on exhaust or air filter
side will cause oil to flow into its exhaust or air filter. This will make the mower difficult to start
and will cause the engine to smoke on start up.
Disconnect the lead from the spark plug and tilt the mower backwards onto its handle. Hold the
cutting blade disc firmly with one hand and loosen the centre bolt with the spanner provided, by
turning it in an anti-clockwise direction (Fig. D-1). Remove the bolt, blade disc and washers.
Re-assemble in the reverse order with the mulch blade, ensuring the mulch blade tip points
down towards the grass (Fig. D-2). Ensure all bolts are securely tightened.
Mulch blade tip
must point
down
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